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Cozy mysteries, also referred to as "cozies", are a subgenre of crime fiction in which sex and violence are
downplayed or treated humorously, and the crime and detection take place in a small, socially intimate
community.Cozies thus stand in contrast to hardboiled fiction, which feature violence and sexuality more
explicitly and centrally to the plot.
Cozy mystery - Wikipedia
The Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew Mysteries (re-titled The Hardy Boys for season three) is a television mystery
series based on Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew novel series. The series, which ran from January 30, 1977 to
January 14, 1979, was produced by Glen A. Larson from Universal Television for ABC. Parker Stevenson
and Shaun Cassidy starred as detective brothers Frank and Joe Hardy, respectively, while ...
The Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew Mysteries - Wikipedia
Shattering the Myths of Darwinism by Richard Milton.Reviewer: Wayne Hollyoak: Milton, a science journalist,
takes a fresh and very objective look at the state of darwinism. This is a must read for every educator who
has believed the line that, "only evolution is supported by science".
Alternative Archaeology and History Books - Reverse Spins
Hereâ€™s a historical cipher mystery from 1948 that I found out about yesterday (apologies for being so slow
on the uptake). Itâ€™s a thoroughly perplexing affair from Australia, with an anonymous corpse that ended
up embalmed, lots of red herrings (all deliberate, it would seem), a fragment from the Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam (â€œTamam Shudâ€•, â€¦
The "Tamam Shud" cipher mystery... - Cipher Mysteries
It's a pretty fun mystery adventure where a group of 3 girls and another group of 3 boys are trying to solve 2
different problems that might have a common solution.
Bad Machinery Volume 1: The Case of the Team Spirit
The Man in the Brown Suit (Colonel Race #1), Agatha Christie The Man in the Brown Suit is a work of
detective fiction by Agatha Christie, first published in the UK by The Bodley Head on 22 August 1924 and in
the US by Dodd, Mead and Company later in the same year.
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